Jim's class went on a field trip last week. In the afternoon he played catch with Bill. He missed Bill's ball and went to look for it. “Come here, Bill!” Jim said. “What happened, Jim?” “Look! I've (A) a dinosaur egg!” Jim looked happy. “I think it's just a stone,” Bill said. “Do you remember the model of a dinosaur egg Ms. White showed in her science class?” “Of course, I do. But I don't think it is so (B) to find a dinosaur egg.” “All right, Bill. I will take this to Ms. White tomorrow and show it to her.” “Well, you should be careful when you (C) such a big stone in your bag.” “It's an egg, not a stone!” Jim said.

(A) bought (イ) lost (ウ) found (エ) left
(B) easy (イ) big (ウ) old (エ) difficult
(C) see (イ) lose (ウ) feel (エ) carry
【解答】
A ウ
B ア
C エ